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3-1. Narrow and general relativity. quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. fractal geometry
and system dynamics. self-organizing theory of modern natural science theories of contemporary
philosophical problems of the century problems. Deep generative theory - the realm of the new
philosophy of natural science (fine) written by the Lu goods more profound analysis of the paradox
and the nature of the crisis. shows deep in these new scientific achievements in the realm of
philosophy. so that these profound understanding of fundamental scientific achievements have
been. Also develop and enrich the practical materialism of Marx's ontology - deep generative
theory. the core idea is: an isolated physical entity itself does not exist; the world and all things
space. properties in the internal relations of things in the generation. The inherent uncertainty of
the quantum world and the level of development of structure; understanding of the process is not
like the original - mirror 'of the corresponding process. but in practice between subject and object
within each other to generate and display processes for...
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An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Eff ie Doug la s-- Eff ie Doug la s

This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and it is only
following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Her m inia  B la nda-- Her m inia  B la nda
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